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Sasha Bikoff
In this issue’s “Family Matters” (page 72), 

Sasha Bikoff shares a deeply personal 
account of decorating her late mother’s 

apartment in the legendary Dakota. 
“She really put her trust 

in me and gave me full creative 
freedom,” says the New York native, 

who launched her design firm in 2013. 
Among the residence’s more modern 

touches are numerous family heirlooms, 
including several Persian rugs that have 

been passed down through generations. “I 
like to incorporate a homeowner’s history 

into each room I design.” —Kelly Velocci

Noha Hassan
Despite having lived all over the world, 

interior designer Noha Hassan didn’t 
fully discover her passion for decorating 

until she relocated to New York, in 2007. 
“I purchased my first home when I moved 
to Manhattan, and that forced me 

to define my style,” says 
Hassan, a former finance-world executive 

who started her own design business in 
2009. “But ultimately, my job requires a 

lot of listening. I form a bond with every 
client I work with.” Discover the fruits 

of one of her recent collaborations in this 
issue’s “Noha’s Arc” (page 80). 

Timothy Brown
Decorator Timothy Brown became fasci-
nated with interior design after watching his 
grandfather and father build his childhood 
homes. “In the South,” says the Tennessee 
native, “you don’t hire someone. You do it 
yourself.” Although he ultimately decided to 
decorate houses instead of construct them, 
Brown still approaches his work from an 
architectural perspective. “I love manipulat-
ing rooms, whether it’s changing 
the furniture and wall 
finishes or reworking a fireplace.” Turn 
to “High in the Sky” (page 64) to see how 
he took on his own pad at Kips Bay Plaza.
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Making the  
transition from 

finance to  
decorating was 

a breeze for 
designer Noha 

Hassan—much 
like her airy,  

inviting interiors
BY CINDI COOK

PHOTOGRAPHS BY MARK ROSKAMS
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NOHA’S 
ARC

Strike A Pose 
Renaud Delorme’s 

Kate Moss and 
Foscarini’s Tress floor 

lamp are positioned 
adjacent to the living 
room, which features 

Baxter cocktail tables 
and a B&B Italia Bend 
sofa. See Resources.
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Free From 
Distraction
The kitchen (this 
page) features 
lacquer Poliform 
cabinetry, a faucet 
by Newform, and 
a Miele oven. The 
Bianco table and 
Facett chairs are 
from Ligne Roset. 
Furnishings in 
the living room 
(opposite) include 
a Lema T030 wall 
unit and an area 
rug from DDC. See 
Resources.

oha Hassan isn’t the first 
decorator to have made a 
career switch to interior 
design—but the move came 
more easily to her than it 
has to many others. “I wasn’t 
scared,” recalls Hassan, who 
previously worked in the 
high-pressure world of bank-
ing. “I’d managed my way 

through eight years in finance already, which is very high risk, 
and I brought those years of experience with me. Although I 
still had to learn as I went along.” 

In the case of Hassan, the transition has been an unquali-
fied success: Her decidedly modernist, minimalist interiors 

somehow remain warm and livable at the same time. “There’s 
a misconception that modern design can’t be inviting,” she 
says, “but you can achieve so many looks—the possibilities 
are wide open.” The decorator, who was born in Egypt and 
has lived in Jeddah, Luxembourg, Brussels, London, and now 
New York, is exceedingly flexible no matter what environ-
ment she takes on, including the formerly stodgy Upper East 
Side apartment featured on these pages.

When Hassan met her clients—a married couple, both 
doctors, with a son and a daughter—they had recently moved 
to a bigger place on a higher floor in the same building. The 
directive: Transform the three-bedroom, four-bath abode into 
a stylish home, fine-tuned for modern living. They wanted 
minimal, but not cold; livable, but not lived-in; and nothing 
obstructing their endless views.

N
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Young And Fresh
In the daughter’s 

bedroom (above and 
opposite), a Panton 

chair from Vitra sits at 
a Poliform desk, and 

Moooi’s Heracleum 
II copper pendant 

hangs above an Oeuf 
bed. Flying Tiger’s 

Honeybee Mine 
shelves are displayed 

against a Koroseal  
Interior Products wall 
covering. Furnishings 

in the son’s room 
(right) include a 

Bonaldo bed frame, 
a woven stool from 
Barneys New York, 

and a desk and chair 
from Format. See 

Resources.

“I don’t like 
kids’ rooms  

to be too  
‘kiddie.’  

I prefer to  
create spaces 

they can  
grow into”



The project took just five weeks to complete, with 
Hassan adhering to a less-is-more approach—in part 
because of the children. “When you have young kids, 
you need space to move around—and for all their stuff,” 
says the designer, a mother of two herself. She paid 
special attention to the children’s bedrooms, crafting 
sophisticated havens that are fun, but not too juvenile. 
“I don’t like kids’ rooms to be too ‘kiddie.’ I prefer to 
create spaces they can grow into.” 

Not that Hassan is beyond whimsy. Consider the 
master bedroom’s funky tufted Positano bed from 
Baxter, with its delightfully bulbous Seussian charcoal-
gray headboard. (It had been in the clients’ possession 
already.) Paired with a red rope Vermelha chair, it 
transforms the space into a seductive, sensuous retreat. 
Pendant lighting throughout the apartment amplifies 
its air of urban cool, from Foscarini’s Big Bang fixture 
in the dining room to Flos’s Zeppelin in the master 
bedroom and Moooi’s Heracleum II in the daughter’s 
room. “They’re all so dramatic—they draw you in,” 
offers Hassan, already an expert at drawing people in, 
despite having had just a couple of design classes under 
her belt before taking on full-tilt projects such as this 
one. “I really love seeing the transformation on clients’ 
faces when they see how comfortable and livable their 
home can be.” ✹
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“There’s a  
misconception 

that modern  
design can’t be 
inviting, but you 
can achieve so 

many looks—the 
possibilities are 

wide open”

Ahead Of The Curve  
In the master bedroom, 

a red rope Vermelha 
chair and Baxter’s 

Positano bed sit on 
a Touch Me rug from 

Stepevi. The Zeppelin 
pendant is from Flos; the 

bedside tables are from 
Pianca. See Resources.


